Increasing optimal coagulation factor dosing in the paediatric emergency department: A quality improvement study.
Haemophilia is a disorder complicated by bleeding episodes that require emergent medical evaluation. Factor replacement dosing can present challenges for emergency department (ED) care. We aimed to reduce out-of-range factor dosing in the ED. Specifically, we sought to increase the number of haemophilia ED patient visits between encounters where sub-optimal factor dosing was administered from a baseline of 4-15 encounters. A chart review was completed on all patients with haemophilia A (HA) or B (HB) seen in the ED for injuries requiring factor concentrate from September 2015 to August 2016. Injuries were classified as minor-requiring a 50% factor correction or major-requiring a 100% factor correction. Optimal dosing range was defined as 90%-120% of the institutional guideline goal for the degree of injury. The predicted optimal dose range for each patient was compared to the actual dose administered. Baseline data demonstrated optimal dosing range in 70% of encounters. There was no difference between patients with HA or HB in frequency of out-of-range dosing (P = 0.15). There was no difference in frequency of out-of-range dosing between types of clotting factor concentrate used. After initiation of quality improvement (QI) interventions, we achieved 16 encounters between out-of-range dosing, exceeding our goal of 15. However, this success was not sustained. Optimal coagulation factor dosing is important for patient care and resource management. QI interventions promoted increased accuracy of factor dosing for patients with haemophilia seen in the ED.